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EPHOD AND ARK 

I 
Tm:.present state of knowledge and criticl!,l opinion regarding both 
the "ephod" and the "ark" of our Old Testament is extremely 
unsatisfactory. 

The so-called "ark of the Covenant" is still wrapped in mystery. 
What was it ? Where did it come from ? Where did it go to ? . The 
later Deuteronomistic diaskeuasts 1 and the Pri~tly source of the 
Pentateuch 2 do indeed pretend to tell us what it' was and where it 
came from; but critics very properly reject their !!tatements as un
historical. Yet while the Priestly "tabernacle" has long since been 
consigned to the limbo of imaginary institutions which never in· fact 
existed, the ark refuses to be p.ealt with so s1.llllmiuily. For the most 
ancient historical records-in the Old T~stament bear unimpeachable 
witness to the existence of such an object at the.very beginning of 
the lsraelitish monarchy. 3 On the other hand, when once the post
exilic statements have been discarded, the greatest divergence of 
opinion· prevails as to what the object so designated actually was, 
whether in respect to its form or its function, - to say nothing of 
the remoter questions of its origin and ultimate fate. 

The word l'.,N is plain Hebrew for box. It is used of the coffin in 
which the remains of.Joseph were carried from Egypt to Canaan/ 
.and of the c;ollection-box which stood in the_ temple at Jerusalem to 

1 Deut. 10, 1-5; 1 Kings 8, 9 21. The diaskeuastic character of 1 Kings 8, 9 21 is 
obtrusive. The.same i~ true of the references to the ark in Deut. 10, z'.-5: verse 1b is 
obviously interpolated between 1a -and 2; 3a11 (and with it doubtless the last two 
words of verse 2) before 3ajp; and verse 5 before verse 10. These passages, it is need
less to say, afe in no way supported by Deut. 31, 26 .. · 

2 Ex. 25, 10ff; 37, I ff; cf. 31, 18. 
8 I Sa.ni. 4-7; 2 Sam. 6; n, n; 15, 24 ff; I Kings 2, 26. 
4 Gen. 50, 26; cf. Ex. 13, 19. 

s 



6 EPHOD AND ARK 

receive the money contributions of the people for-the repairs of the 
sacred edifice.1 

. . 

But if the ark which the Israelites carried into battle against the 
Philistines, and David later removed to his sanctuary at Jerusalem, 
was _a box, what did it contain ? For of course a box, qua box, must 
contain something.2 However closely another utensil- whether a 
stool, a chair, or a couch - might resemble a box in shape and 
appearance, it would scarcely be called a" box" in ancient times, 
any more than we should speak of such an object as a " receptacle." a 

Some are accordingly of the opinion that the ark contained a meteo
rite or other sacred stone, transported in pre-historic times from the 
desert or perhaps from Sinai-Horeb. Others think it may have con
t;ained _an idol or image of Yahwe. Still others suggest one ·or two 
aniconic stones employed for purposes of divination, which may 
have furnished the cue for the later :fiction of two tables of stone in
scribed with the commandments declarative of the divine will .. One 
writer · s~riously proposes the brazen serpent made by Moses.• 
The only point upon which critics are very g~nerally agreed is that 
the ark did not contain the Decalogue engraved on two tables of 
stone, as represented by P and the Deuteronomists. 

Just now, howev~r, it is the fashion to deny that the ark was a 
box at aii, except perhap~ as to its shape. It was a throne, carried 
about on military expeditions or deposited in the principal sanctu
ary, with possibly a purely imaginary Yahwe conceived as seated 
upon it. So Dibelius, who has written the most elaborate mono-

1 2 Kings 12, 10 f; 2 Chron. 24, 8 10 f. In recent times w,pn l'")N has been used 
in the synagogue to designate the press or shrine in which the rolls of Holy Scripture 
are deposited. This usage was unknown to the early centuries of our era;· v. Jewish 
Emyclopedia, II, pp. 108 f. 

s The view that the ark· was a mere box, which contained nothing, is actually put 
forward by Kittel, Geschichte des Volkes lsraefl, I, p. 542; d. also Schwally; Semitische 
Kriegsaltertilmer, I, p. 10. 

1 This is the common sense view of the matter, in spite of all the cases of secondary 
·meaning (which might be multiplied a hundredfold) adduced by Meinhold (Studien 
und Kritiken, LXXIV, 1901, pp. 593 ff) to justify the opinion that the ark was a chair 
called a " box." 

' Kennett, Emyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, I, p. 792. 
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graph on the ark. 1 But for an extreme example of the sort of thing 
now being printed upon this subject, we must cite Hugo Gressmann. 
In that farrago of twentieth-century midrash covering five hundred 
pages and entitled Mose und seine Zeit, 2 which is already quoted as 
authority for fa;cts by some Old Testament students, Gressmann 
represents the ark as the original throne (that is, box-shaped stool)· 
of Yahwe and his most sacred symbol, which, at the urgent entreaty 
of Moses, Jethro the Midiahite obligingly brought from the mother 
sanctuary of Sinai to Kadesh and bestowed upon the Israelites. 
Invisibly seated upon this vacant stool, Yahwe thereafter rode before 
his new-found people, their guide in the journeyings through the 
wilderness and their palladium in the day of battle. 3 This is the 
actual history of the ark. The Israelitish tradition concerning 
it went much further. One form of that tradition related how the 
sacred stool had been wrenched from Yahwe's own hands by Moses 
in a mighty tussle on the top of Mount Sinai (tuentibus hircis, we 
may suppose). And with this indispensable object in his possession, 
Moses forced the helpless Yahwe to accompany the Children of 
Israel. 4 But the learned· author knows that this is .not the only 
form of the tradition which was not handed down. So much for 
the ark. 

As regards the ephod, our plight is even worse. Here we suffer 
not merely from ignorance, which tempts to. unbridled exploits of the 
imagination, but from more or less definite data which are mutually 
contradictory. 

The ephod was - perhaps among other things, but certainly
an apron or loincloth 5 assumed by layme1:1 as well as by priests when 
engaged in solemn r~ligious exercises. The boy Sanmel wore an 

1 Die Lade Jahves. Gottingen, r906. 3 L. c., pp. 440; 449; cf; pp. 235 ff, 353 f. 
2 Gottingen, r913. 4 Ibid., pp. 230 f. 

· 6 Etymologically i,.!lr:t (analogous in form to ii!~, girdle) probably signifies " that 
which is worn in front"; cf. Arabic 'afada and wafada. Lagarde made the mistake of 

deriving from a usage which is itself secondary a meaning still further removed from 
the primary sense of the root. For the rest, the prevalent assumption that Hebrew 

i.!lr:t is denominative - which rests mainly upon the .fact that the verb occurs only 
in P - is extremely precarious. 
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ephod when doing duty at the sanctuary of Shiloh1; David wore an 
ephod, and apparently not much else, when_ leaping and dancing 
before the ark as he conveyed it in triumph to Jerusalem.11 David 
was not a priest, and had no conceivable use for an" oracl~ pouch," 
or "oracle belt," or anything else connected with oracles 8 ; and 
whatever d~ties the boy Samuel ·may have performed at Shiloh, 
the author of the story certaiilly has no intention of implying that 
Eli immediately surrendered to that stripling his most sacred and 
important function. . 

In the Priestly institutions of later times, the word ,,ElN is used in 
.a somewhat specialized, but closely related sense, to designate a 
ceremonial vestment worn by the High Priest over both his tunic 
(mn:,) and his robe c,,.vc).4 ·Repeated readings of the identical 
des¢ption of the High Priest's ephod contained in the statutory 
directj.ons of Ex. 28 and in the account of its manufacture in Ex. 39, 
yield only a vague idea of its appearance; but it is sufficiently clear 
that the writer thinks of it as a piece of sumptuous drapery, of no 
great extent, fastened about the waist by means of a belt or sash, 
and s~spended from _the shoulders by straps. These last, however, 
were apparently less for the support of the ephod than for the sake 
of the breast-piece (l~n) and other insignia which were attached to 
them. And here· again the point should be -~pecially emphasized 
that the ephod itself had no connection with the oracular function 
of the High Priest; that· function attached to the tr&1n, not to the 
ephod. The Urim and Thummim were to be put ~N the te-n5 -

1 1 Sam. 2, 18. 2 2 Sam. 6, 14. 
8 Against Foote, Journal of Biblical Literature, XXI, 1902, pp. 1 ff; Elhorst, 

Zeusclwifl Jar die aUtestamentliche Wissenschaft, XXX, 1910 1 pp. 259 ff; -and, less dis
tinctly, Sellin, Orientalische Stwlien Theodor Noldeke zum siebzigsten Geburlstag gewid
met, pp. 669ff, who compromises on the view that the ephod was a'linen loincloth 
wom exclusively by priests in their sacred ministrations, which however, when em
ployed in divination, was gradually differentiated in~o a gorgeous ·apron supplemented 
with a receptacle for the sacred lots. 

• Ex. 29, 5; Lev. 8, 7; cf. Sirach 45, 8-10. 

6 Ex. 28, 30; Lev. 8, 8. In the Letter of Aristeas, § 97, the High Priest bears on 
his breast ,-cl >..ry6p.e,,o11 )..6,yw11, while the ephod is merely a magnificent !&,,,,,; cf. 
Josephus, Antiquities, iii, 216 f. 
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whatever that may mean. In point of fact, however, we have. the 
evidence of Josephus 1 as well as of rabbinical tradition 2 that divi
nation by means of the 1~m with Urim and Thummim never got 
beyond the pages of the Pentateuch. 
~ third application of the word ilti~ in our Old Testament texts 

has no relation to either of the foregoing. It stands for a solid body, 

carried, not worn, and only by priests, who cherish it as the specific 

instrument of divination. In the sanctuary at Nob, the sword of 
Goliath (itself wrapped in a cloak) lay behind such an " ephod "; 3 

evidently the latter was an object in the round, standing free. Gid
eon, we are told, manufactured an "ephod" out of seventeen 

hundred shekels of gold which the people contributed for the purpose.4 

All sorts of attempts have been made to explain away the traits 
which render this use of the word irreconcilable with the other two.
The ceremonial apron was sometimes so heavily decorated with gold 
embroidery that it" stood of itself." -t' Ephod" was used also of 
an idol attired in an ephod. - Conversely, the ephod was primarily 
the idol, then the idol's garment, and finally the ministrant's loin-

. cloth. - It was neither an idol nor a loincloth, but always a bag for 
the sacred lots; and Gideon devoted to it at most a very small por
tion of the seventeen hundred shekels placed at his.disposal. -The 
ephod was essentially an instrument of divination, which might.be 
either a costly idol or a sacerdotal vestment. - And so forth. To 

1 Antiquities, iii, 218. The absence of any mention of t:l'ilN and o•~n. in Sirach 
45, 10 f (H) should also be noted. · On the other hand, their omission in Aristeas § 971 

which pretends to describe only what was seen by the visiting Alexandrians, should 

not be pressed. 
· 2 Mishna, So!a ix. 12, oi~inl Cl'ilN ,,~.::1 t:l'Jltt'~i,i t:l'~'.::lJ lnOtt'r-l; cf. b. Yoma 

21b. According to b. So~a 48b and j. Qiddmhin 65b, to say t:l'il~S li1:l ir-ll1 il,I 

o•r-,n!,1 (Ezra 2, 63 = Neh. 7, 65), in the time of the Second Temple, was asifone should 
·say, "until the dead come to life," or "until the Messiah appears" - that is, "till 

doomsday." 
3 1 Sam. 21, 10. 
' Judges 8, 23-27. Verse· 26b enumerates objects taken from the Midianites whkh 

Gideon did not require of the people for his " ephod "; he asked only for their 'r-llJ 
.:Jnt, and these yielded 1700 _shekels of gold. The statement of Foote (l. c., p. 14) that 
mlN of verse 27-" refers as much to the purple raiment as to the gold ornaments" is 
erroneous, even if 26b is retained as authentic. Cf. Moore's commentary, ad lqc. 
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discuss these and similar suggestions in detail would be both tedious 
and unprofitable. · Some are manifestly absurd; all are far-fetched. 

Special condemnation must, however, be passed upon so insidi
ously uncritical a statement as that <>f Benzinger, who sails over the· 
diffkulty of explaining Gideon's " ephod " as " ein Lendenschurz, 
reich mit Gold durchwoben " with the concession that " die Zahl 
von 28 kg Gold freilich gewaltig iibertrieben ist." 1 The question 
for the archaeologist is not how much Gideon's " ephod " really 
weighed, nor whether Gideon really manufactured .an " ephod " of 
any sort, nor indeed whether such a person as Gideon ever in fact 
existed; but whether the author of our story and his prospective 
readers could picture to themselves an " ephod " weighing seven
teen hundred shekels (about sixty-five pounds). If they could, the 
object in question was no kind of a garment. Ancient authors are 
rarely silly. 

II 
There is in fact but one sensible solution of the enigma of the solid 

" ephod " - a solution which has the double merit of meeting satis
factorily all the difficulties of the case, and at the same time clearing 
up se".'eral other knotty problems in Hebrew history and literature: 
The reading iuiN, wherever in the Old Testament it stands /or a solid 
olJject, has been. deliberately substituted by Jewish scribes for a more 
troublesome word. 2 

What was that troublesome word ? The readiest conjecture, fol
lowing the prevalent opinion that "_ephod" stands _for an idol of 
some kind, is ~CIEi, the .generic word for idol, though primarily a 
graven image. But a glance at Judges· 18, where ~CIEi and n::,oc have 
(consequent. upon the insertion of 17, 2-4) been systematically 
added to Cl'El"ln, iuiN (as the text now reads), and continue to stand 
there side by side with the latter, makes it impossible to suppose 
that iu:iN represents an attempt to eliminate an objectionable ~CIEi. 

1 ·Hebriiische Arch1Jologie2, p. 347. 
1 This solution of _the difficulty has been ~uggested as regards the ·two most obstinate 

passages, Judges 8, 27 and I Sam. 21, 10, by Moore, Emyclopaedia Biblica, col. 13o8 f; 
cf. col. 1307, note 2. 
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And even assuming - what is less likely - that the alteration to 
,,tN in Judges 17 f took place before the interpolation of !,ct and 
n:,c,o, his just as hard to imagine that ,,tN was substituted for an 
original !,c,t onl)' to be regularly supplemented later by the same 

· word. A like argument applies of course to the word n:,c,o, the speci
fic term for an idol cast in metal, which Judges 8, 27 would seem to 
favor. Moreover, it may be. confidently affirmed that no scribe 
with whom c•tin could pass muster in that context would have 
. found an image of any kind embarrassing. 

The fact is, however, that every sort of-image is positively ruled 
out by the la;nguage of I Sam .. 2, 28, where Ya,4we declares that the 
family of Eli had been chos~n •Jt!, ·ntN ni::c~,, to carry an· " ephod " 
before me.1 For, manifestly; a physical representation of· Yahwe 
could not its~lf be said to be carried ".before him,;; an,d it is quite 
impossible to assume that an image of some. other divinity or numen 
was carried before Yahwe or employed so conspicuously in his 

' . . 

service. . Clearly ,,tN has not displaced any word signifying an 
image. 

But the same passage, 1 Sam. 2, 28, renders untenable the hypo
thesis that the word displaced was c•n!,t-t, as suggested by Moore for 
Judges 8, 27 and I Sam. 21, 10; •Jt!, c•n!,N ntt~,, in the mouth of 
Yahwe, being likewise quite impossible·. Moreover, though c•i-i!,t-t 
might be.used by metonymy to indicate physical objects consecrated 
to, or representative of, deity, and to emphasize incidentally their 
paramount significance-as when.Laban says to Jacob, of the fam
ily teraphim purloined by Rachel, •n!,t-t nN n:iJJ no,, Why hast thou 
stolen my divinities'? and Jacob answers, n•n• toe!, i•n!,N N'l.-On ,~N Cl1, 
With whomsoever thou findest thy divinities, let him not live 2 ; or wb,en 
Micah protests to the Danites, regarding his, captured "ephod" 
and teraphim, ~J, cnnj:)!, 'M'tt'l1 i~N •n!,N MN, Ye have taken my div,inities 
which I made, and how say ye unto me, What aileth thee? 8 or· again 
when the Philistines, on learning that the ark of Yahwe has been 

1 a.t~av · e,f,ovo of GB is palpably truncated. .,,ElN MNtQ!, in this context, unlike 
· . -,,ElN NtQJ of 1 Sam. 14, 3 and 22, 18, demands a complement. 

2 Gen. 31, 30 32: 8 Judges 18,.24 •. 
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brought down to the Israelitish army, say to themselves, o,n,N Nl 
· mncn ;N, Deity has arrived in the camp 1; or, fually, when the priest 
accompariying Saul's army says to the king, 1:1,n,Nn ,N 1:1,n n:i,pJ , 
Let us draw nigh here to the deity, with obvious reference to the porta
ble instrument of divination 2 - I say, in spite of this well-attested 
usage,3 we cannot for a moment suppose that David said to Abiathar 
o,n,i-en nru,Jn, Bring me the deity I where the present text has nru,Jn 
iu:>Nn -4° Though the physical object indicated be the same, the tropi
cal designation o,n,N, permissible after ,N n:i,pJ, w9uld be the height 
of irreverence after nru,Jn. This distinction, I am confident, will 
appear not at all refined to those familiar with the connotation and 
associations of the Hebrew ·word. And lastly, 1:1,n,N cannot be the 
word displaced, because as a matter of fact, like ,oti and n:ioc, it 
has been suffered to remain standing in the very texts which contain 
the spurious iu:lN, not merely in su_ch a phras~ as o,n,i-e n,:i ,6 but _even 
when it serves to designate vaguely and indirectly the very object 
which ,,tiN has been employed to conceal. 6 

III 
Fortunately, we are not left to speculation or conjecture regarding 

J 

the object which .has been displaced by iuiN. There is one passl.ge 
in the Old Testamtmt where this systematic alteration was cattied 

1 1 Sam. 4, 7. The emendations of the commentaries are entixely unnecessary. 
There was nothing "absolute" (Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of 
SamueP, p, 46; and Budde, Sacred Books of the Old Testament, ad loc.) about c,n,N 
in the mouth of any inhabitant of Canaan. Against Wellhausen's reading (Der Text 
der Bacher Samuelis, p. 55), and the Septuagint text upon which it is based, it is enough 
to point out that an unhampered Hebrew author would hardly have prepetrated-the 
cacophony of MJMCM 'N cn,,N o,n,N N:l. In verse 7a ,icN means they thought, 
which is followed in 7b by ,,ctt,,,.and they said. Verse 8, however, is interpolated 
entire, i:iic:i being an authentic and characteristic editorial solecism. 

· 1· 1 Sam. r4, 36; cf. verse 37 and chap. 22, 13 15; Judges 18, 5. 
8 This reverent, tropical usage should not be confused with the contemptuous allu

sions to " gods of silver and gold " of Qld Tes~ent polemics, which are best disre
garded in discussing the ideas and language of ancient Israel. 

' 1 Sam. 23, 9; 30, 7• 
1 Judges 17, 5. 
1 Judges 18, 5 24; 1 Sam. 22, 13 15 (note 21, 10). 
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out in -one family of Hebrew manuscripts and was omitted in an
other. The Alexandrian Greek has preserved the text of the first; 

· the Masoretic Hebrew represents that of the second. 
In I Sam. 14, 18 the text of GB :reads: Kai El'li:EP l':aovX 'T'f' 'AXEta, 

1rpoua-ya-yE 'TO Ecpovli· iSn aV'TOS 1/PEP 'TO Ec{,ov6 EP TV ~µ.Epfl, EKEtPr, 
E11&J1rw11 'Iupa~X.1 The Hebrew originai of this was unquestionably 
the following:. ~MM o,,:,. i,!lNM N~J toe,n ,:, i,!l~M M~JM n•ntoe, ,,toeru iCN'\ 

,toe,~ ,J!l, .• 2 Except for the meaningless stop-gap i,!lN, [this text 
is perfectly intelligible and entirely satisfies the context: Saul called 
for the instrument of divination - whatever it was - which Ahijah 
the priest manipulated for the Israel,itish ·army on the day in 
qµestion. 

On the other hand, the Masoretic text of the sam.e verse has: 
.,Ni~• ,.:,::n toe,nn o,,:,. o,n,toen·)'iN r,,r, ,:,. o,n,Nn )'iN N~,ln n•niit, ,nc~ ictoe•,· 

This seems at first sight distinctly-inferior to the Greek tradition. 
It cannot, as it stands,. be the au~e1;1tic text; for i:he second half of 
the verse does not construe. The two last words admit of no inter
pretation other than and the children of lsrael, 3 which can be con
nected neither with what precedes, nor yet with '"'', and it came to 
pass, which follows at the beginning of the next verse. And even if 
the last two words be discarded, what remains of verse 18b is equally 

1 The only variant worth mentioning is the reading i~ ~ K(e)ifJwTos Toii lleoil in
stead of u{mls iPEP To i,J,ov6, found in Cod. Alex., H. & P. 44, I06, 120, 134, and the 
Complutensian and Aldine editions. This, since the reading of B and congeners could 

· not be derived from it, must be the result of an eclectic correction on the basis of the 
Hebrew. 

t Itis wrong to assume an original N~J r,,r, N,n.for cwrnsipEP (as Driver, l.c., p. no, 
and Budde,Kurzer Hand-Commentar. zum Alten Testament, p. 94), since the unpainted 
text might be re~d Nr~ Nm, though N~J was of course the construction intended. 
Besides, NiiJ n•n toe,n would be he 11sed to ca"y, rather than hew~ ca"ying, which is 
the sense required before toe,nn o,,:,., on that day, 

1 "DS:thius: 'Literam Va,u pro multiplici ejus significatione putem explicare posse 
per cum sive apud.' Credat Judaeus Apellal Certum mihi est legendum esse ,J:l!l" 
-Maurer, Commenlarius grammaticus criticus in Vetus -Z:estamentum, Leipsic, 1835, 
p. 163. Targum of Jonathan, Peshtta, Symmachus, and Jerome rendered 'J:l, as if 
·it were ,J:,. 031. In support of the same interpretation· David Q~i adduced i:ic,;, 
0,,m:3 ·iJ'.M of -Ex. 1, 5, 9,5 intending 1:1•,m~ r,,r,~. i:ic,, 031. This was in fact the 
best he c9uld do. · 
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impossible; since NW1 C\\:!, c•:i,tt:i tmt n•:,. •:>, for the sacred ark was 
on that day, demands a predicate. Nor will the mere al!eration of 
•:i~, to •:i!l,, after the Greek, furnish the requisite predicate; for 
'J!l~ :,•:, means to wait upon, and requires a personal subject. The 
plain fact is that the Masoretic text is so palpably and ·obtrusively 
defective, while at the same time every word it contains is so simple 
and familiar, that it is impossible to suppose its present state to 
have been brought about in any other way than by deliberate muti
lation.1 But why was the original text deliberately mutilated? 
What did lt contain that rendered nonsense pre~erable to its simple 
testimony? 2 Surely not the text of G. For time and again the 
Book of Samuel offers us statements of exactly the sanie purport. 
The text of G is entirely in harmony with I Sam. 2, 28; 21, IOj 

22, 18; 23, 6 9; 30, 7, as well as with verse 3 of this same chapter. 

It should be n:oted that it is verse 3a, and not 18b, as maintained by Well
hausen (l. c., p. 89) and others, that is interpolated. Verse 3a interrupts the 
flow of the narrative from verse 2 to 3b, and is, moreover, unmistakably tacked 
on to the ~N M\Nt> ~~ of 2b (which originally, with G, lacked "l~N Cl/11). For 
:i,~:::i 11\1"1' 11"1=> of course refers to Eli, and i\!lN N~J (cf. 1 Sam. 221 18) cannot 
be a predicate in this context, but only. appositive. For the predicate, "trug 
das Ephod 11 (Nowack, Handkommentar zum Alten Testament, p. 61), i\!lNM N~J 
would be required. In spite of its length, therefore, 3a is not a sentence, but 
an item; and there can be no question of a" parenthesis" (Wellhausen, p. 86). 
But even a parenthesis must aim to make the story more intelligible or more 
complete; and the pedigree of Ahijah serves neither -purpose. For it is un
deniably his pedigree that constitutes the burden of 3a, not the fact that he was 
army chaplain. This latter fact was gleaned from verse 181 where the clause 
" for he was carrying the sacred ark before the Israelites that day II is a very 

· pertinent parenthesis, and indicates as clearly as possible that Ahijah is being 

1 Cf. Budde, l. c., p. 94: "Der Vers ist griindlich verdorben, vielleicht nicht ganz 
durch Zufall .... Die Entstellung des \Terses lehrt uberdies am besten, dass man 
sich der Bedenklichkeit des Gegenstandes [which he thinks was the ephod] bewusst 

· war." He forgets that, for a .member of the Jewish church, the High Priest's ephod 
was authoritatively and quite satisfactorily defined in the Book of Exodus, and had 
existed from the days of Moses. A pre-exilic emendation, on the other hand, could 
not have spared the Septuagint. 

1 Students of the Masoretic text need not be reminded that there are numerous pas
sages in the-Old Testament where the scribes ha.ve preferred nonsense to an utterance 
which was objectionable on dogmatic or religious grounds. One such instance is dis
cussed in the note on 2 Sam. 6, 21 below. 
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mentioned by the narrator at that point for the first time. The object of the 
diaskeuast was to connect Ahijah with the priestly family of Nob•(1 Sam. 22, 9 
. 20) - Ahijah and Ahimelech, being contemporaries, are brothers; and to attach 
both Ahijah and the priests of Nob to the priestly family of Shiloh (1 Sam. 
4, i9-22) - all the historic priests of the period scions of one ~ingle stock 
repudiated bodily by Yahwe in favor of the Zadokites (r Sam. 2; 27-36; 1 Kings 
2, 27; both passages diaskeuastic). That the pe.digree is fabricated and has in 
mind the closing verses of our story of Eli, is evident from the otherwise irrele
vant mention of Ichabod; "Ahijah the son of Ahitub, the ~on of Phinehas, 
the son of Eli " would be the natural formula. To throw out " the b~other of 
Ichabod " as a gloss, as some scholars do, is to throw away the key to the 
critical evaluation of the whole passage. The words " the priest of Yahwe at 
Shiloh " point in the same direction. The connection of Zadok himself with 

· Ahitub in 2 Sam. 8, 17, on the other hand, is the result of purely mechanical 
error, arising doubtless from the insertion of Abiathar's ancestry (7S~•nN ):J 
::nr:,•nN ):J) above and below the line in a crowded· manuscript; although the. 
resulting corruption gave rise in turn to the geneaology of I Chron, 5, 34; 
6, 37 f; cf. 18, 16. For the rest, the worthy genealogist o~ r Sam. 14, 3a would 
have been better advised to make Ahitub a brother of Hophni and Phinehas 
or of Eli himself; for if he was a brother of Eli's grandson Ichabod, then accord
ing to I Sam. 7, 2 (which, to be sure, must also not be taken too seriously, and 
· may be from the same hand) that ill-starred person was not twenty-one years 
old when his own grandnephew Abiathar had been officiating as priest of David 
for at least nine years. The old identification of Ahijah with Ahimelech, per
sisted in by most modern scholars, is quite gratuitous. 

This much, however, regarding verse :i:8 is·clear, no matter what 
the motive for the mutilation of the original: we ·cannot hesitat_e 
to restore to the Hebrew, on the basis of the Greek, those readings 
which are necessary to the proper syntactical construction of the 
verse; for on those points there is no room for difference of opinion. 
We may confidently read Nt:!-'J N\l'l •.:i for ·n•n •.:i, .and SNit:!-'' 'J!:iS for 
~Nit:!!' 'J:l\. But having made these obvious and insignificant cor
rections, we face the real problem, whose current solution is by no 
means so clearly indicated as has been assumed. We are confronted 
with two antagonistic texts: one that of G; the other identical with 

· G save that in both clauses it read~ c•nSNn )\iN where the latter has 
"1\!:lNn. And of course only one of these readings can .be what the 
author himself wrote down. 

If now we adopt the Greek reading, everything remains ~bscure 
and unaccountable .. In the first place, we cannot possibly account 
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for the presence of c,,n,Nn )'"IN in the Masoretic text. No · slip of 
the pen or careless reading can have produced c,,n,Nn )\"IN from an 
original i\Eltcn; while it is simply inconceivable that a Jewish scribe 
should have gone out of his way to corrupt a harmless text, and 
incidentally bedevil the whole orthodox theory of'the religious insti
tutions of Israel, by consciously substituting the one for the othe:r. 
For, a late Jewish scribe it must have been, ex hypothesi;. since, if 
the ancesto.r of the Greek escaped it, the alteration will have been 
made in the canonicitl Book of Samuel. And secondly, if we adopt 
the Greek reading, we hav~ left on our hand.s a passage which, with 
its impossible "ephod," is utterly baffling and unintelligible. For 
although the present Hebrew text of this passage does not construe 
and.the Greek does, that cannot blind us to the fact that, taken as 
a whole, both are alike defective, and have in reality withstood all 
efforts at satisfactory interpretation. i\ElN, as far as we know, was 
the name of a garment, and a garment the object here in question 
cannot be. If, on the other· hand, we adopt the Hebrew reading, 
we have a text which luminously explains both the purposed muti
lation of the Hebrew and the palpable mystification of the Greek, 
and at the same time answers objectively and conclusively the ques
tion we have been asking as to the object systematically replaced by 
i\ElN in the historical books of the Old Testament. 

Between these alternatives we cannot hesitate to · choose. The 
original text of 1 Sam. 14, 18 was: )'"IN nru,)n n,nec, ,\tc!W "lctc,, 

,N.,iw, ,J!:I' N\nn Cl\,!! c,,n,ecn l\"lN NtuJ tc\n ,.:3 c,,n,ecn,1 And Saul said to 
Ahijah, Bring hither the sacred ark; /or he carried the sacred ark be/ ore 
Israel that day. The present Masoretic text resulted from one 
attempt to dull the edge of this obnoxious l?assage. The Septuagint . 
text resulted from another such attempt. The latter employed the 
more artful device which was resorted to elsewhere in the Old Testa
ment in the sources of bpth our Greek and Hebrew texts, namely, 
the substitution of a harmless and none too transparent i\!:IN for an 
embarrassing l\"lN. The word we have been seeking in order to unlock 

1 So Kohler, in Eicbhom's Repertorium fur biblische und morgenlitndische LiUeratur, 
n, 1778, p. 256. 
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the· secret of the solid "ephod" of our Old Testament is accordingly 
i,,ec .1 And the specific instrument of priestly . divination among the 

· ancient Hebrews was the ark. 
I venture to call attention once more to the fact that I am not 

conjecturing that 1,,i:-e has been displaced by iiElN. It is the objec
tive testimony of the extant manuscripts ~nd editions of the Old 
Testament that the "ephod" has displaced,the ark as the instru
ment of divination in 1 Sam. 14, 18 and elsewhere, or else the ark 
· has displaced the "ephod " in 1 Sam. 14; 18. I am merely choosing 
between the two alternatives presented that which_ satisfactorily 
explains a series of otherwise inexplicable phenomena.2 That it does 
satisfactorily explain the phenomena, and that the explanation does 
not, as might be apprehended, raise insuperable difficulties of its 
own, I hope to show in the following pages. 

IV 
The Hebrew reading of 1 Sam. 14, 18, as we have been obliged to 

maintain it, was obnoxious to_ the Jewish scribes; for it was repug
nant to the explicit teaching of the Pentateuch regarding the most 
sacred object in the cult of Yahwe. It is, however, equally irrecon
cilable .with the opinion which prevails among critics in regard to 
the ark at the present time. For this reason, and in spite of the 
principles of sound textual criticism which protect it, that- reading 
is all but universally rejecte4 by modem scholars. And from 
Thenius, who blazed the path to the systematic exploitation of the . . 
Septuagint in 1842, to the present day, it has been rejected.in favor 

1 Moore has suggested the possibility that tiiN was the original rea~ in 1 Sam. 
21, 10; Encyclopaedia BilJlica, col: 1307, note 2. 

2 One of the deplorable effects of the present welter of specµlation and conjecture 
in the Old Testament field, is that many scholars no longer recognize a scientific pro
cedure when they meet it, and treat all conclusions indiscriminately as opinions to be 
taken or left. according to momentary convenience or individual temperament;· So a 
recent writer, for the rest a scholar of considerable attainments, defends the Jewish 
<loctrine - it has long since been shown to be nothing else - of the presence of the Dec
alogue in the ark in the days of Moses, while rejecting the tradition that the writii;tg 
was the work of Yahwe's own hand. Tl;ie Jews themselves, it should be observed, 
were more consistent, and ultimately more scientific. They never pretended that no 
miracle was involved. 
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of the " ephod " of the Greek text and the parallel passages in. the 
Hebrew by_ every critical commentator on the Book of Samuel with
out exception.1 That the impelling reasons for this unanimous rejec
tion -are of an a priori character, and have little to do with the 
ordinarily recognized principles of textual criticism, will appear 
most clearly if the standard commentaries are allowed to speak for 
themselves. 

Earlier commentators do not venture to alter the received Hebrew text, 
although Drusius cites the Septuagint as according with the plausible inter
pretation of David Qim]µ (Annotata ad libros historicos Veteris Testamenti, sive 
criticorum sacrorum Tomus·II, London, 1660, col. 2312); and Dathe affirms 
that the Septuagint offers a more satisfactory text, which he refrains from 
adopting only because the Hebrew is supported by all the other ancient versions 
(Libri historici Vet. Test. latine versi et criticis illustrati, Halle, 1784, p. 239). 
Vatablus, like Drusius, followed the mediaeval Jewish authorities iri explaining 
Cl,n!,tu, tmt of verse 18a as a sort of metonymy for the Ephod with Urim and 
Thummim, which were kept "juxta arcam Dei" (l. c., Annotata, etc., col. 
2305). So Rashi remarks on Cl•n!,Nn )\iN nru,Jn: "Urim and Thummim "; 
in verse r8b the word Cl~ must be understood after ·Cl•n!,ttn l\iN, presumably 
leaving !,Nitu• '):l\ to 'be understood as a second subject to iott•\., the Israelites 
sharing Saul's injunction to Ahijah (so Abravanel}. Similarly, as regards 
r8a, Levi hen Gershon. And David Qim]µ: Cll1 \•nru Cl•onn, Cl'i\Nn, iUlNi1 
)nJ\M' !,11 ClM:l !,\Nru!, c•n!,Nn )\iN. See the Rabbinical Bibles, ad loc. With 
their comm.on sense, and their belief in the age, authority, and observance 
of the Mosaic Law, it was impossible for the Jewish exegetes to do otherwise 
than relate this verse, as best they might, to the High Priest's oracular appara
tus. And with such passages as r Sam. 23, 6 9; 30, 7, besides r4, 3, before 
them, it was the most natural thing in the world for Ibn Ezra (on Ex. 28, 6} and 
QimJ;ii to include the Ephod as part of that apparatus. Nor would it be strange 
if Ibn Ezra had actually paraphrased Saul's utterance with iu:iNn Mt"Ji1; 
though it must be doubted whether the authentic text of his shorter com
mentary really did so, as the longer commentary certainly does ·not. ·To 
argue, on such grounds as these, with Aptowitzer (" Das Schriftwort in der 
rabbinischen Literatur,!' Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Academie der Wissen
schaften, 1906, p. 51), that Hebrew manuscripts of the tweHth century still 
read i\ElNM MW'JM in r Sam. r4, 18a, is rank nonsense. -Abravanel likewise 
interprets Saul's· command as referring to the Urim and Thummim; hut he 

1 I do not class with critical comment such an opinion as that of Ehrlich, Randglossen . 
sur helwaischen Bibel, III (1910), p. 213: "[Verse 18] Wiederum ein stark entstellter 
Text, ohne die Mog)ichkeit, das UrsprUngliche zu ermitteln. Von der Lade ka.nn an 
dieser Stelle ursprUnglich die Rede nicht gewesen sein." If the last statement is true, 
criticism has not the shadow of a reason for rejecting the Greek reading. 


